GEEK MEETS GEEK

Waaaayback Machine–
A DIY CPU / By Gary Berline
A guy works on compilers for the first HP PA-RISC architecture, helps
develop what becomes the IA-64 CPU, works with (and briefly, under)
Linus Torvalds on Transmeta’s code-morphing team, and does advanced
research at HP. Then he builds his own processor—from 1970s logic
chips? Our resident retro-techie went back to the future to assess geek
extraordinaire Bill Buzbee’s Magic-1 (and his stability).
ExtremeTech: You do high-level stuff, sure, but building a CPU out of individual logic chips from the seventies? You want to explain that one?
Bill Buzbee: Well, I’ve been a compiler guy for a long time, but I never
really had any electrical engineering training.
ET: And you suddenly longed to program by flipping toggles?
BB: Something like that (laughs). As a compiler guy, you’re thinking, “If I had an instruction that did this….” but I never knew how
much that hardware feature would cost. So I read [some articles],
and it seemed like, “Gee, I could do a simple, couple-of-weekends thing—I could make a 4-bit, baby microprocessor.”
ET: And that couple of weekends lasted…
BB: Four years. At first I figured, “Well, I’ll just design it, I won’t
actually build it.” But eventually it got solid enough that I was
going to have to.
ET: So what did you design?
BB: An 8-bit architecture with 16-bit addresses seemed right.
Then I decided I needed more address space—23 bits. I went
with a microcoded machine [and put] microcode in EPROM.
ET: EPROM? You cheated! That’s an integrated circuit, not an
individual logic chip! Don’t you feel deep guilt?
BB: No (laughs). My point was not to make some historical
re-creation. I remember TTL and remember wishing I knew
how to use it, so I used it because it was fun. At some point I
will probably—just because it’s twisted—wire up some core.
ET: You weren’t a hardware guy—what happened when you
hit real-world considerations, like fan out?
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BB: Compiler people spend a lot of time around hardware
folks; you pick up some concepts. But people chipped in
unasked. The Web site [I created] saved me. On the first
attempt to bring the machine up, I ran into a fairly serious
flaw, so I wrote up this long thing. The next morning two people had sent great solutions. The machine came up less than
36 hours after the last chip getting plugged in.
ET: Are your kids in danger of inheriting your strange
predilection?
BB: The girls are not. They just roll their eyes. The boy is
likely to be weird like his dad. X
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PIMP MY PC! Do you have any
modified or custom-rigged stuff?
Drop us an e-mail at letters@extremetech.com
and let us know. Be sure to send pictures!

